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Note Anytime Enterprise Edition Now Available For Windows 8

MetaMoJi Corporation announce the Enterprise Edition (EE) of their popular note taking
application Note Anytime. The new release gives organizations the option to deploy on a large
scale without using the Windows Store.

Tokyo (PRWEB) March 01, 2013 -- MetaMoJi Corporation, the leading productivity application developer for
tablet and smart-phone devices, announces the Enterprise Edition of their popular note taking and PDF
annotation app “Note Anytime”.

Note Anytime Enterprise Edition (EE) has been optimized for deployment within a corporate environment by
removing the need to access to the Windows Store and the MetaMoJi “Digital Cabinet” cloud service. Note
Anytime EE includes a number of premium features including advanced inks and handwriting recognition for
the supported language of their choice.

Note Anytime enables users to capture stylish notes, combining handwritten and typed text with photographs,
illustrations, and web-content on various paper styles. Note Anytime is unique in its ability to scale, rotate, and
edit any content after creation. This gives note-takers the flexibility to adapt their note-taking as the situation
requires without the need to erase and start again. Note Anytime is available on many platforms including
Windows 8, Windows 8 RT, and iOS, with an Android edition due for release in early 2013. The universal
nature of Note Anytime allows users to work on their notes across multiple devices, with the same user-
experience and capabilities available on each.

Note Anytime can quickly import existing PDF documents for annotation. A user can add handwriting, digital
text, images, and more to the imported document. Once created, documents can be shared with other Note
Anytime users or exported as a new PDF file. These features make signing and annotating standard business
documents such as Non-Disclosure agreements, or reviewing and annotating documents while on the move,
faster by enabling a purely digital process. Another powerful use is storing manuals, reports, and e-text books
with personal annotations that can be updated at any time.

To see a short video of these powerful features in action, please visit http://youtu.be/psZKdC_LOQo

To discuss requirements for your organization please call
Ben Walshaw at +1-650-464-808 or send an email to ben(at)metamoji(dot)com

To learn more about Note Anytime visit http://product.metamoji.com/en/anytime/

About MetaMoJi, Corporation
MetaMoJi provides applications on smartphones and tablets that eliminate barriers between the device and its
user. MetaMoJi applications are designed to create a comfortable bridge between analog input and the
convenience of digital technology. MetaMoJi aims to contribute towards the advancement of human beings by
providing applications that enable users to collect knowledge, write documents, organize ideas and share them
with others. For more information about MetaMoJi and its products visit
http://www.metamoji.com/en/company
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Contact Information
Ben Walshaw
MetaMoji Corporation
http://product.metamoji.com/en/
+1-650-798-5082

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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